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Indian Mime Theatre
"Silent Acting in Kolkata"

by Alan Cleaver

+91 33 2329 3236

The Indian Mime Theatre is a training center as well as a theater for the
Indian version of Pantomime. The theater started in 1976 and has focused
on the promotion and development of Mukabhinaya (Silent Acting) which
is now recognized by the Government of India as a separate art form. The
Indian Mime Theatre holds workshops and training courses for those who
want to learn the art form. The theater also holds women's empowerment
and awareness camps, seminars on social issues, training for unemployed
youth and women, development programs for children and health camps,
among other programs. Do contact them for information about their
courses, shows and artists.
mimeindia.tripod.com/

secretary@mimeindia.com

20/6 Seal Lane, Kolkata

Star Theatre
"100 Years of Celluloid"

by dalbera

Situated Near Hati Bagan Crossing, Star Theatre has rich history behind it.
Along with the Minerva Theatre, Star Theatre is a pioneer in commercial
Bengali Theatre. It is also one the first theaters, where the first Bengali
motion picture was screened. Now over a hundred years old, Start Theatre
is synonymous with culture in the city. Besides hosting plays, concerts
and a variety of cultural events, this 514-seat theater also screens the
latest Bengali films and other exponents of world cinema. Treat your tastebuds at 'Sandhya Tara', the delightful rooftop restaurant at Star. When in
Kolkata this is place is a must visit! Call ahead for reservations.

+91 9903152310

star@6868tata1.com

79/3/4 Bidhan Sarani, Near Hati Bagan
Crossing, Kolkata

Academy of Fine Arts
"Art Beat"
What started as a small room loaned from the Indian Museum in 1933 has
proceeded to become a foundation for exploring art in the center of the
city. Located next to the Birla Planetarium and near Victoria Memorial, the
Academy of Fine Arts shares its creative passion in the form of exhibitions
spanning a multitude of expressions of art. The permanent galleries within
the Academy include the Contemporary Art Gallery, Old Textile Gallery,
Old Carpet Gallery, Miniature Gallery and the Rabindra Gallery which has
Rabindranath Tagore's original writings, manuscripts and paintings. A big
auditorium housed inside is known to host a variety of cultural programs,
theater etc. Training programs and art classes are also held regularly.
Around the main building, a number of interesting sculptures are sure to
pique your interest. Do check the local paper or inquire with the office for
current event schedules.
+91 33 2223 4302

2 Cathedral Road, Kolkata

Rabindra Sadan
"Cultural Seat"
Dedicated to the great poet and Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore, the
Rabindra Sadan represents the cultural cult of Kolkata. Since 1967, it has
been delighting art-enthusiasts and has been the focal point of Bengali art
and culture. It can be termed as the hub of diverse art-forms comprising
drama, dance and other performing arts. Every evening, entirely new
dimension of entertainment is presented at Rabindra Sadan. Be it the
experimental theater groups or the renowned music maestros; it is the
dream of every Bengali artist to perform at this stage. This renowned
stage also shares space with Nandan cinema, Bangla Academy and
Aganendra Prodorshonshala, making the Rabindra Sadan complex a
complete cultural zone. The major attractions around this art-space also
include Victoria Memorial, Birla Planetarium and St. Paul's Cathedral.

by English Rose247

+91 33 2248 9936

Cathedral Road, Kolkata

Tapan Theatre
"Live theater"
Passing through the streets of Kolkata trying to experience the feel of the
city, don't forget to pay a visit to the Tapan Theatre. Tapan Theatre is a
live example of music and entertainment in Kolkata city. It is huge, airconditioned auditorium equipped with all modern communication facilities
and amenities. Try and enjoy the great feel of Kolkata by witnessing some
of the great plays and concert here at Tapan Theatre.

by Mickey Thurman

+91 33 24666471

37 A & 37 B, Kalighat, Sadananda Road, Kolkata

Madhusudan Mancha
"Staged!"
Madhusudan Mancha, the name itself is self-explanatory; mancha is
nothing but a stage or a platform. Located within the Dakshinapan
Shopping Centre, it stages dramas, dances and other forms of performing
arts. Though not as famed as Rabindra Sadan and Najrul Mancha, this
entertainment venue has its fair share of loyal patrons. There is not a
single lazy moment here, each days brings forth a play or a creative
program. For details on schedule and technical specifications, call ahead.

by Alan Cleaver

+91 33 2423 7148

Raja S.C. Mullick Road, Dakshinapan Shopping Centre,
Dhakuria, Kolkata
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